**ELECTRONICS 1 & 2**

Learn hands-on electronic skills.

Electronics 1 is DC (Direct Current) and Electronics 2 is Digital Circuits.

Learn using world class Nida trainers (industry and Military) with individual learning instruction.

Discover coveted industrial skills required for a great career

Collaborate with your Scrum Team, build an electronic foundation for Electrical Engineering or Electronic/ Automation Technician

Next course is Electronics 3- AC (Alternating Currents)

---

**Topics Covered**

- Hands-on Circuit trouble shooting
- Soldering electrical circuits
- Function generators and oscilloscopes

**Career Paths**

- Electrical Engineer
- Automation Technician
- Electric Vehicle Engineer
- Robotics
- Aerospace

---

**To Register**, submit a GTI Application (signed by parent).

Visit the GTI website or contact your school counselor for an application.

**This class counts as a third science credit**
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